Counter Improvised Explosive Devices (CIED) Technology Directorate

**MISSION**

To make recommendations for technology pursuits to enhance and expedite the Marine Corps’ ability to counter the ever-changing threat of Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs).

**VISION**

- Be responsive to the warfighters’ future needs by recommending programs, projects, and technologies for development, production, and fielding that meet the warfighters’ needs.
- To provide the CG, MARCORSYSCOM, and other senior-level officials within the Marine Corps a rapid response organization capable of providing timely and quality information papers, reports, trade studies, and assessments regarding Counter IED technologies.
- Serve as MARCORSYCOM’s single point of coordination for all CIED efforts.
- Develop and maintain a technology knowledge center that is capable of providing technology roadmaps and showing the gaps in needed technologies.

---

**CIED Technology Directorate**

**Director**
Mr. Joseph B. Murgo  
(703) 432-3757  
joseph.murgo@usmc.mil

**Deputy Director / Operations Officer**
LtCol Christopher J. Wagner  
(703) 432-5164  
christopher.j.wagner@usmc.mil

**Manager – Special Projects**
LtCol Mike Huddle  
(703) 432-5165  
Email: TBD

**Team Lead – Rapid Respond Technology Cell**
Mr. Philip Salinas  
(540) 288-5919  
philip.salinas@baesystems.com

**Lead Engineer**
Mr. Peter Pham  
(703) 432-3122  
peter.pham1@usmc.mil
C4I Integration

**MISSION**

To ensure delivery and sustainment of a superior integrated Enterprise C4ISR capability to the operating forces and supporting establishments. *(Includes all C4ISR systems that connect in any way with DoD data networks both tactical and non tactical. Does not include electronics that do not connect in any way to any other systems. Interoperability: (1) The ability of systems, units, or forces to use the services, units, or forces and to use the services so exchanged to enable them to operate effectively together. (2) The condition achieved among communications-electronics systems or items of communications-electronics equipment when information or services can be exchanged directly and satisfactorily between them and/or their users. Integration: The stage of system development and demonstration that applies to systems that have yet to achieve system level design maturity as demonstrated by the integration of components at the system level in relevant environments.)*

**VISION**

We are timely and consistent in providing quality systems and equipment to the Operating Forces. We expertly manage systems and equipment during their entire life cycle. We are a proud, high performance, team-based, learning organization working in a professional environment. We employ highly effective, streamlined and innovative business processes.

---

**C4I Integration**

**Deputy Commander**
Mr. Robert L. Hobart  
(703) 432-3906  
robert.l.hobart@usmc.mil

**Operations Manager**
Major Allen K. Johnson  
(703) 432-3900  
allen.k.johnson@usmc.mil

**Office Manager**
Ms. Eileen C. McMahon  
(703) 432-3918  
eileen.mcmahon@usmc.mil

**Systems Engineering & Integration**
Mr. John Gay, Director  
(703) 432-3866  
john.gay@usmc.mil

**Information Assurance**
Mr. Michael F. Davis, Director  
(703) 432-3824  
michael.f.davis@usmc.mil

**Marine Corps Tactical Systems Support Activity**
Colonel Stephen P. Hubble, Commanding Officer  
(760) 725-2617 DSN: 365-2617  
stephen.hubbles@usmc.mil
International Programs (IP)

**MISSION**

Execute all Security Cooperation Programs effectively and efficiently while ensuring foreign and domestic war fighter satisfaction.

**VISION**

To serve as the principle agent for all International cooperation. To be involved in every aspect of coordination, planning and executing to provide maximum benefit to both the foreign customer and the USMC.

---

**International Programs**

**Director**
Mr. Steven Manchester  
(703) 432-4337  
Steven.Manchester@usmc.mil

**Deputy Director**
Ms. Jean Wood  
(703) 432-4289  
Jean.Wood@usmc.mil

**Office Manager**
Ms. Antoinette.Lloyd  
(703) 432-4326  
Antoinette.Lloyd@usmc.mil

**Special Projects**
Mr. John "Chip" Puhera  
(703) 432-4283  
John.Puhera@usmc.mil

**ICP Team Leader**
Ms. Shawn.Prablek  
(703) 432-4296  
Shawn.Prablek@usmc.mil

**FMS Team Leader**
Ms. Vickie Mitchell  
(703) 432-4302  
Vickie.Mitchell@usmc.mil
Information Systems and Infrastructure (ISI)

MISSION

We provide for the timely delivery and sustainment of interoperable, integrated quality information technology (systems & infrastructure) to meet the needs of the Marine Corps.

VISION

To serve as the principal agent for equipping the Operating Forces with the information, equipment and infrastructure to accomplish their warfighting mission.

ISI

Product Group Director
Ms. Elizabeth Sediacek
(703) 784-0844
Elizabeth.Sediacek@usmc.mil

Business Manager
Ms. Sandra Switzer
(703) 432-5174
Sandra.Switzer@usmc.mil

Operations Officer
LtCol David Ditton
(703) 432-5173
David.Ditton@usmc.mil

Office Manager
Ms. Jane Barentine
(703) 432-5149
Jane.Barentine@usmc.mil

TFITS
Ms. Sonia Kitchen, Program Manager
(703) 432-5178
Sonia.Kitchen@usmc.mil

EITS
Mr. Ken Beutei, Program Manager
(703) 432-5183
Kenneth.Beutei@usmc.mil

NMCI
Mr. Al Cruz, Program Manager
(703) 784-0824
Alfredo.Cruz@usmc.mil

SAM
Ms. Linda Salisbury, Manager
(703) 784-3788
Linda.Salisbury@usmc.mil
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MAGTF C², Weapons and Sensors Development and Integration (MC2I)

**MISSION**
To equip operating forces with MAGTF C², Weapons and Sensors Development and Integration (MC2I) in order to accomplish their warfighting mission.

**VISION**
We consistently provide quality MC2I systems and equipment to the operating forces by expertly managing MC2I systems and equipment during their entire life cycles. As a high-performance, team-based, learning organization working in a professional environment, we employ highly effective, streamlined, and innovative business processes.

**MC2I**
Product Group Director
Ms. Katrina G. Wahl
(703) 432-4240
katrina.wahl@usmc.mil

Business Manager
Mr. John H. Cocowitch
(703) 432-4154
john.cocowitch@usmc.mil

Operations Manager
Ms. Jennifer Gibson
(703) 432-4177
jennifer.gibson@usmc.mil

Office Manager
Ms. Kim Foster
(703) 432-4208
kimberly.foster@usmc.mil

Air Defense Weapons Systems
LtCol Lewis Wood, Program Manager
(703) 432-4010
lewis.wood@usmc.mil

MAGTF Command & Control Systems
Col Steven Elkins, Program Manager
(715) 433-4183
steven.elkins@usmc.mil

MC2I Coordination Team (BCT)
Mr. Stan Thomas, Team Lead
(703) 432-3910
stanley.e.thomas@usmc.mil

Operations Center
Mr. Kevin Holt, Acting Program Manager
(703) 432-4183
kevin.holt@usmc.mil

Radar Systems
Mr. John T. McGough, Program Manager
(703) 432-4217
john.mcgough@usmc.mil
MISSION

To deliver world class communications, intelligence and networking capabilities to the Operating Forces in order to accomplish their warfighting mission.

VISION

To be timely and consistent in providing quality systems and equipment to the Operating Forces. A proud, high-performance, team-based, learning organization working in a professional environment, we expertly manage systems and equipment during their entire life cycle using highly effective, streamlined, and innovative business processes.

CINS

Product Group Director
Mr. James Riordan
(703) 432-4282
james.l.riordan@usmc.mil

Business Manager
Mr. Gregory Pardo
(703) 432-4216
gregory.pardo@usmc.mil

Operations Manager
Ms. Robyn Fail
(703) 432-4185
robyn.fail@usmc.mil

Office Manager
Ms. Sally Hall
(703) 432-4257
sally.hall@usmc.mil

Communications & Networking Systems
Ms. Theresa Conte, Program Manager
(703) 432-4338
theresa.conte@usmc.mil

Intelligence Systems
LtCol Joel Anderson, Program Manager
(703) 432-4267
joel.d.anderson@usmc.mil
**MISSION**

Infantry Weapons Systems (IWS) is the principal agent for equipping and sustaining the operating forces with the infantry weapons and systems to accomplish Infantry, Anti-armor, Amphibious Raids and Reconnaissance, Target Acquisition, Force Protection and Non-Lethal Systems missions. IWS is also developing the process by which the Marine Corps addresses the Rifle Squad as an integrated system, and defines the Marine Expeditionary Rifle Squad of the future.

**VISION**

In harmony with Marine Corps Systems Command vision, the IWS group's vision and strategic themes are:
- Providing quality systems and equipment to the Operating Forces.
- Expertly managing systems and equipment during their lifecycle.
- Establishing a proud, high-performance, team-based organization working in a professional environment.
- Employing highly effective, streamlined and innovative business processes.
MISSION

To equip the operating forces with assault amphibious vehicle systems, fire support systems, a high mobility artillery rocket system, an expeditionary fire support system and tank systems to accomplish their war-fighting mission.

VISION

We are timely and consistent in providing quality systems and equipment to the Operating Forces. We expertly manage systems and equipment during entire lifecycle. We are a proud high performance, product-centric, team-based, knowledge sharing, learning organization working in a professional environment. We employ highly effective, streamlined, and innovative business processes.
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Ground Transportation & Engineer Systems (GTES)

**MISSION**

To provide the Operating Forces with superior acquisition and life cycle management of tactical ground transportation, power generation and stored power, and engineer systems.

**VISION**

To provide effective, complete, products in a timely manner, using streamlined, efficient processes, executed by professional, courteous and knowledgeable staff.

---

**GTES**

**Product Group Director**

Mr. Lindo Bradley  
(703) 432-3565  
lindo.bradley@usmc.mil

**Business Manager**

Mr. William D. Johnson  
(703) 432-3226  
william.d.johnson@usmc.mil

**Operations Manager**

Ms. Wanda McLennan  
(703) 432-3578  
wanda.mclennan@usmc.mil

**Office Manager**

Ms. Marchie Mullins  
(703) 432-3562  
marchie.mullins@usmc.mil

**Motor Transport**

Col Sue Schuler, Program Manager  
(703) 432-3683  
sue.schuler@usmc.mil

**Engineer Systems**

Mr. Bill Macecevic, Program Manager  
(703) 432-3598  
william.macecevic@usmc.mil

**Expeditionary Power Systems**

Mr. Mike Gallagher, Program Manager  
(703) 432-3572  
michael.a.gallagher@usmc.mil
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Combat Equipment & Support Systems (CESS)

MISSION
Develop, acquire, integrate, and manage the life cycle of combat equipment and support systems that maximize individual warfighter mobility, survivability, and sustainability necessary to accomplish the unit mission.

VISION
To be recognized as the premier global provider and life cycle manager of state of the art technologies, systems, and services that reach beyond the warfighter's expectations.

CESS
Product Group Director
Col Shawn M. Reinwald
(703) 432-3283
shawn.reinwald@usmc.mil

Business Manager
Vacant

Operations Manager
Mrs. Jean Klinger
(703) 432-3281
jean.klinger@usmc.mil

Office Manager
Ms. Pati Murphy
(703) 432-4754
patricia.l.murphy@usmc.mil

Nuclear, Biological and Chemical Defense Systems
Mr. James Nelson, Program Manager
(703) 432-3194
james.l.nelson@usmc.mil

Infantry Combat Equipment
Mr. Daniel Fitzgerald, Program Manager (703) 432-3334
daniel.fitzgerald@usmc.mil

Test, Measurement, and Diagnostic Equipment
LtCol(SEJ)Charles T. Parton, Program Manager
(703) 432-3235
charles.parton@usmc.mil
Global Combat Support System – Marine Corps (PM GCSS-MC)

**MISSION**

The mission of the Program Manager, GCSS-MC is to provide capabilities that support the physical implementation requirements and support discreet performance measures necessary to accomplish enterprise logistics transformation objectives. The Program Manager is chartered to deliver integrated functionality and a logistics SDE implemented through the maximum use of COTS and GOTS software, enterprise application integration/middleware software, and web portal software. The Program Manager will acquire capabilities to satisfy the Marine Corps Logistics Transformation Plan, and the Marine Corps Logistics Campaign Plan. The GCSS-MC program, when fully implemented, will sustain an enterprise strategy designed to enable business process and modernize information technology required to improve combat effectiveness for 21st Century expeditionary operations.

**VISION**

To maximize Marine Corps Combat Effectiveness through state-of-the-art Logistics Information Technology, that delivers the right logistics data at the right time, at the right place.

---

**PM GCSS-MC**

**Program Manager**
Mr. Randy Delarm  
(703) 441-4958  
randy.delarm@usmc.mil

**Deputy Program Manager**
LtCol Parker  
(703) 441-4064  
william.j.parker1@usmc.mil

**GCSS-MC South, Legacy Systems**
Ms. Shirley Lemon  
(229) 639-5506  
shirley.lemon@usmc.mil

**Portfolio Manager**
Mr. Mark Jones  
(703) 441-8267  
mark.jones1@usmc.mil

**LCM Block 1**
Scott Smid  
(703) 441-4055  
scott.smid@usmc.mil

**SME Coordinator**
Maj Doug Weddle  
(703) 441-4061  
waddledc.msc.usmc.mil

**Contracting Officer**
Ms. Sue Banach  
(703) 441-6432  
susan.banach@usmc.mil

**Office Manager**
Ms. Jume Russell  
(703) 432-5091  
jume.russell.ctr@usmc.mil
JPM Lightweight Howitzer

MISSION
Provide Marines and infantryman with effective and responsive fire support by taking a Joint (Marine Corps and Army) perspective in managing the acquisition, fielding and sustainment of the Joint Lightweight Howitzer system (M777A1).

VISION
Provide a world class life-cycle support to Marines and Soldiers as the preeminent developer of towed artillery systems.

JPMO LW155

Program Manager
Mr. James Shields
(973) 724-5319/DSN: 880-5319
james.shields3@us.army.mil

Deputy Program Manager
Mr. Keith Gooding
(973) 724-4427/DSN: 880-4427
keith.t.gooding@us.army.mil

Business Manager
Martin Kane
(973) 724-5502/DSN: 880-5502
mkane@pica.army.mil

Digital Fire Control Deputy Product Manager
Harvey Goldman
(973) 724-8715/DSN: 880-8715
harvey.goldman@us.army.mil

Chief Engineer
Gabriel Jarani
(973) 724-2415/DSN: 880-2415
djarani@pica.army.mil
MAGTF Expeditionary Family of Fighting Vehicles (MEFFV)

**Mission**

MEFFV is the Marine Corps' focal point for coordinating and integrating USMC activities related to the Army's Future Combat Systems Program in the areas of C4I integration and interoperability, technology assessment and transition, and future armored combat vehicle development. PM MEFFV is responsible for acquisition planning, coordination, and execution of current and future technologies, such as Active Protection Systems and Intelligent Munitions Systems, for integration into appropriate USMC vehicle platforms.

**Vision**

To provide our warfighters with a survivable, lethal combat capability through integrated technology, C4I, and joint analysis. As a proud, high-performance, team-based, learning organization working in a professional environment, PM MEFFV employs highly effective, streamlined and innovative business processes.

**MEFFV**

**Program Manager**
Mr. Thomas H. Miller  
(703) 432-4436  
thomas.h.miller3@usmc.mil

**Spin Out/Vehicle Team**
Mr. Eric W. Miller, Team Lead  
(703) 432-3207  
eric.w.miller1@usmc.mil

**Active Protection Systems Team**
Mr. Howard "Skip" Bayes, Team Lead  
(703) 432-3175  
howard.bayes@usmc.mil

**C4I Integration Team**
Mr. Karl Tritchler, Acting Team Lead  
(703) 496-9212  
wktritch@mitre.com

**MCCDC-JCIDS Team**
Mr. Chris Yunker, Section Head  
(703) 784-4567  
chris.yunker@usmc.mil
Robotic Systems Joint Project Office  
(RS JPO)

**MISSION**
- Field Reliable, Relevant Robotic systems Quickly and Safely
- Build Trust and Credibility with the Warfighter and DoD by
  - Delivering Safe, Affordable, Capable Products
  - Utilizing Best business Practices for Acquisition Excellence and Life Cycle Management
- Improve Future Capabilities by Maintaining State-of-the-Art Technical Skills to Advance Technologies in a Collaborative System Environment

**VISION**
"Lead DOD in Responsively Fielding Reliable Robotic Systems"

---

**PM Robotic Systems**

**Program Manager**
COL Terry W. Griffin  
(256) 955-6995  
terry.griffin@redstone.army.mil

**Deputy PM**
Duane Gotvald  
(256) 955-6906  
duane.gotvald@redstone.army.mil

**Business Management**
COL Edward Ward  
(256) 955-6211  
edward.m.ward@redstone.army.mil

**APM - Gladiator**
Larry Hennebeck  
876-3988  
larry.hennebeck@redstone.army.mil

**APM - RCS5**
Lane McCollum  
(256) 842-0943  
lane.mccollum@redstone.army.mil

**APM - ABV**
Steve Hayes  
(256) 955-7003  
steve.hayes1@redstone.army.mil

**APM – ThrowBot**
Barry Hall  
(256) 955-6513  
barry.hall@redstone.army.mil

**APM – SUGV**
Chuck Lewis  
(256) 955-7049  
chuck.lewis2@redstone.army.mil

**Logistics**
COL Edward M. Ward  
(256) 955-6211  
edward.m.ward@redstone.army.mil

**Technical Management Division**
Joel Wise  
(256) 955-0767  
joel.wise@redstone.army.mil

**Product Assurance, Test, and Configuration Management Division**
Michael D. Whittier  
(256) 842-0122  
mike.whittier@redstone.army.mil

**UA UGV Systems**
Bob Thomas  
(256) 971-6727  
bob.thomas@redstone.army.mil

**Joint Robotics Repair Facility**
COL Edward Ward  
(256) 955-6211  
edward.m.ward@redstone.army.mil
PM Training Systems (PM TRASYS)

MISSION
To serve as the Marine Corps’ center of excellence in providing training solutions for our Marines in a way that enables them to effectively accomplish their mission.

VISION
To be the recognized leader in providing training solutions to develop and enhance the performance of Marines.

PM TRASYS
Program Manager
Col Walter H. Augustin

Deputy Program Manager
Mr. Daniel O. Torgler

Business & Operations Manager
Mr. Brian S. Kummer

Assistant Program Manager Live
LtCol Brad Valdyke

Assistant Program Manager Virtual
Ms. Annette Pike

Assistant Program Manager Constructive
LtCol Gregory Caldwell

Assistant Program Manager Advanced Distributed Learning
Ms. Anne Sullivan

Assistant Program Manager Instructional Systems Development
Mr. Bill Franklin

Assistant Program Manager Training Operations Support
Maj Stuart Muladore

Assistant Program Manager Training Technology Development
Mr. Martin Bushika

Aviation Liaison
LtCol Ed Coyl

Marine Forces Reserve Liaison
LtCol Julio Villalba

Contact PM TRASYS through our Business Office:
Phone: (407) 381-8762
Fax: (407) 381-8807
E-mail: pmtrasys@usmc.mil
Web-site: www.marcorsyscom.usmc.mil then select “TRASYS”
Program Manager
Light Armored Vehicles (LAV)

PM LAV

Mission
Provide technologically superior weapon systems while supplying focused life cycle management to our customers.

Vision
For the Program Manager (PM) Light Armored Vehicle (LAV) team to achieve world class leadership in innovative system acquisition and effective sustainment of armored vehicles.
Small and Disadvantaged Business Utilization (SADBU) Office

MISSION
To assist the Commanding General in maintaining a successful Small Business Program through outreach and training.

VISION
To establish and maintain a thriving Small Business Program

The Marine Corps Systems Command is responsible for providing research, development, and acquisition of equipment, information systems, training systems, and weapon systems to satisfy all approved material requirements of the Marine Corps. As a tenant of the Marine Corps Base Quantico, we are not responsible for base type support contracts.

Small businesses interested in providing capability briefs, please e-mail Small Business at jeraline.arts@usmc.mil.
MISSION

To effectively contribute to the war fighting mission of the United States Marine Corps by providing quality, timely, cost-effective and value-added procurement solutions for our Marine Corps customers; all while being diligent and faithful stewards of the taxpayers’ dollar and trust.

CORE VALUES

• Ethics/Integrity
• Customer Satisfaction
• Teamwork
• Continuous Improvements

CONTRACTS

Mr. William Randolph
Office: (703) 432-3947, DSN: 378-3947
FAX: (703) 432-3538
william.c.randolph1@usmc.mil

Contracts Strategic Business Teams
Mr. Dave Berry
Information Systems & Infrastructure
Office: (703) 784-0704, DSN: 278-0704
david.w.berry2@usmc.mil

Ms. Peggy Hake
Ground Transportation & Engineer Systems
Office: (703) 432-3691, DSN: 378-3691
peggy.hake@usmc.mil

Mrs. Beverly Hobbs
Business Operations
Office: (703) 432-4919
beverly.hobbs@usmc.mil

Ms. Robin Kuschel
Expeditory Fighting Vehicle
Office: (703) 432-3158
kuschelr@efvusmc.mil

Mr. David Marr
Infantry Weapons Systems
Office: (703) 432-3724, DSN: 378-3724
david.r.marr@usmc.mil

Ms. Valerie Mosgueira
Battlespace Management & Air Def. Systems
Office: (703) 432-4192, DSN: 378-4192
valerie.mosgueira@usmc.mil

Mr. Steve Riffe
Marine Air Ground Task Force
Office: (703) 432-4280, DSN: 378-4280
stephen.l.riffe@usmc.mil

Ms. Dorinne Rivoal
Combat Equipment & Support Systems
Office: (703) 432-3274, DSN: 378-3274
dorinne.rivoal@usmc.mil

Mr. Edwin Wright
Armor & Fire Support Systems
Office: (703) 432-4284, DSN: 378-4284
edwin.wright@usmc.mil